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THE ROLE OF SIMILITUDE IN THE DESIGN OF LMFBR
SAFETY-RELATEDSIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

E. J. Chapyak and V. S. Starkovich

Energy Division
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

University of California
Los Ahmos, ~ 87545 USA

ABSTRACT

In this paper we examine the implications of scaling in
the design of simulation experiments for two major areas of fast
reactor safety research — the transition phase and postdisas-
ecmbly energetic. Specific scaling requirements and compatible
experimental designs are formulated and compared with ongoing
programs having similar objectives. Suggestions are also out-
lined for future out-of-pile experimental research.

INTRODUCTION

A key feature of liquid metal fast breeder reactor (LMFBR) hypotheti-
cal core-disruptive acciden?s (ECDAS) is the extreme t~ermophysical en-
vironment generated during the postulated accident sequence.1 Because
these harsh environments usually can be generated only in-pile at con-
siderable expense, simularttmatexiels at sodee+ temperatures and pressures
●re often used to model &ccident progressions. In this paper we develop
and apply a rationale for designing “optimum” simulant-materialexperi-
ments for LMFBR safety research in the areas of transition phase and post-
disassembly energetic.

BACKGROUND

Any simulation experiment that qualitatively exh&bits phenomena simi-
lar to those present in an ●ccident sequence can be useful in an analyti-
cal or numerical model if that model can be validated, verifiedt or have
parameters set by such ●n ●xperiment. An extrapolation to prototypic con-
ditions (i.e., the hypothetical ●ccident) can then be made with some
confidence. Frequently, hwever, the validity of models used in LMPBR



●ccident analysis must be questioned because the physical conditions under
which the models were validated are significantly different than the
corresponding prototypic conditions.

This distinction can be quantified by the concept of similitude.
‘Briefly,a model experiment employing aimulant materials is said to ex-
hibit similitude to the prototypic case if, and only if, the relative
magnitude is the same for all corresponding terms in the energy, momentum,
end mass-conservation equations and boundary conditions describing both
the accident sequence and the model experiment. A model experiment ex-
hibiting similitude thus ensures that the relative strength of all physi-
cal phenomena in the experiment will duplicate that i- the accident
sequence. The major aflvantagesof such an experimen~ ~re:

(1) The experimental results can be used by themselves to infer the
behavior of the accident progression, and

(2) Analytical or numerical models validated by an experiment ex-
hibiting si~ilitude gain credibility for accident analysis applications.

Unfortunately, it is usually impossible (except in the most simple
situations) to design an experiment that rigorously fulfills the re-
quirements of 8imilitude. A more realistic goal is to insure that any
imbalances in the appropriate equations are relatively small (i.e., much

less than an order-of-magnitudediscrepancy).

Scaling requirements
obtained by examining all

SCALING REQUIREMENTS

derived f?:omconsiderations of similitude can be
terms in the relevant equations and boundary

conditions; as liste~ in Table I. These equations describe mul.tiphas~,”
multicomponent, chemically inert flow past solid boundaries and as such
are applicable to both transition-phasedynamics and postdisassembly ener-
getic (assuming, of course, that terms modeling all phenomena of im-
portance have been included). For simplicity of notation, homogeneous
flow has been assumed.2 Upon averaging these equations over flow area
(perpendicular to flow direction), we obtain more convenient forms for the
viscous stress terms involving the friction factor and Nusselt number. It
is assumed in the following that the Nusselt number and friction factor
can be expressed as functions of the time-dependentReynolds numbers,
Prandtl numbers, concentrations, or other dimensionless
as developed in the next two sections.

TRANSITION-PNASEAPPLICATIONS

scaling parameters

Consider first the problem of designing a aimulant-material experi-
ment for a transition-phasesituation - that is, a situation where the
●ctive-core geometry begins to differ from its original state. 7%(!
scaling requirements obtained from ●nforcing similitude suggest two sig-
nificant problems. First, ●n accurate simulation of t30dium’8
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phase-transition characteristics appears unattainable; and second,
sodium’s Prandtl number can be pre8erved only if other liquid metals are
employed as the sodium simulant. Such problems have p:ompted experi-
mentalists to divitiethe entire transition phase into the more easily
characterized areas of cladding relocation, fuel crust formation, and
boiling pool experiments.

In some cladding-relocationexperiments, a gas designed t, ~imulate
sodium vapor is blown vertically past a melting cladding simulant while
the relocation of the c adding is traced.

i
Most experiments have employed

argon and Wood’8 metal; ,5 we have attempted to identify other simulants
that might better satisfy the requirement of aimi&itude. Table 11



presents the results of this study for three pairs of simulanto. Ail
applicable scaling requirements derived from Table I are ahowng along with
an indication of how closely the simulant pairs aatiafy those require-
ments. The requirement for coolant thermal diffuaivity is omitted because
diffusivity i. roughly proportional to kinematic viscosity for a gas.
Likewise, the requirement of equal ratios of specific heats for the sodium
vapor and its simulant has not been included because of the weak de-
pendence of this ratio on the particular simulant gas employed. Note that
phenomena associated with fuel-cladding interaction (e.g., wetting) are
not examined in this class of experiments.

Of the three simulant paira, helium-lithium appears to most closely
riatisfysimilitude. Lithium is about a factor-of-two larger than the
ideal for cladding thermal conductivity; however, this is still quite good
compared to the other simulant pairs, where more than an order-of-
magnitude discrepancy ia observed in several categories.

Boiling-pool MFBR safety experiments have traditionally focused on
steady-state internally heateg boiling, where the principle concern ia the
dispersive nature of the flow.6J7 Simple calculations suggest that if
heat transfer and certain viscous effects are unimportant, the Ku&ateladze
scaling parameter should be relaued to the flow-regime character.
Under these assumptions, any liquid could be used to determine the onset
of dispersive behavior. Although this paper does not specifically address
uranium dioxide/steel boiling-pool experiments, many of the scaling
requirements and simulant materials derived in the next section are also
applicable to these experiments.

POSTDISASSEMBLY ENERGETIC APPLICATIONS

The postdisassembly energetic problem begins with a highly disrupted
active core region consisting of a two-phase (liquid and gas) mixture of
uranium dioxide, steel, and perhaps gaseous sodium under high pressures
and temperatures.1 As this mixture expands and progresses through the
intact upper-core structure (UCS), the mixture tends to flaah and interact
with the steel structure and any liquid sodium films that may be present.
Finally, the mixture interacts with the sodium pool above the UCS, driving
a liquid sodium slug agains? the containment vessel.

Simplified simulation experiments of this accident progressio~ohave
been carried out at both SRI Internationalg and Purdue University,
where a single two-phase component (usually water) is allowed to flash
through a simulated UCS. Because of the difficulty in simulating two-
phase sodium behavior, we restricted our attention to the case where only
gaseous sodium is present. Thus, the model experiment described here
could be identified better as an upper-core injection experiment? the
latter stages of the accident sequence (interaction with the sodium pool)
having been ignored temporarily.

In Table III we present the scaling requirements derived from en-
forcing similitude togetherwith the degree that selected simulant materi-
●ls actually meet these requirements. With primary emphasia placed on the
vaporization characteristics of uranium dioxide (U02) ●nd steel, the
best simulents we have identified ●re an n-propyl alcohol, mmonia, and



TADU! 11

Scaling Requirements for Cladding Relocation Experieenta

lltee~ Prototypic Lithim, W+ Metab Water,
Sod iw 9y8ta Rel itm Helium

ScalinC Requlr~t~
ArEon

Demripticn Value Value Value Value

1. cLat_lLfa

4. (L,fa13;2/K

s. (Lfa)3’2/va
●

6. Oaf~ L;a

7. Q/Pmc

8. ~Lfa

10. t/PaLfa

11. Ifo

Eatio of internal steel to 5.0
latent enerw

~atio of coolant gaa to clad 4.4
internal ●nargy

Coolant vapor hynolda mmbar 250,1

Cladthermaldiffusivity 1●3X104

CladReynoldsbar 7.2x104

Clad ●urfaca teuaion 2.9X20-3

Sets volmetric ener~ dapwitioo Q-Qp

6ata ●xperimtal length ●cala e-~

Sets preaaura P-PP

llatageaetric Sbilarity M

4.4

4.0

92.0

S.2X103

1. 1XS05

3.0X10-3

Q-O.lQP

@l.<1
P

ue-1.26ucp

P-0.12PP

m

1.1

1.6

27.7

3. 1X102

1.6x104

2.0X10-2

W* Wp

M.2$

Uc-o.bsucp

P-0.22PP

m

3.4

4.0

135.2

4.9X105

7.2x104

6.4xlif

W. 2QP

IP1.24$

UC-l.llucp

P-O.lIIPP

MA

%8 listed Parutera dmuld be the s- uoder both~el XWI prototypic c~diti~a to preserve similitude. The
●ubacripto ● ●nd c deaisnate steel ●nd coolant (aodi-m) respecti~ely. The aubacript p ctanda for prototypic value.
All •csli~require=ts can b~ ude dimemionleae by mtltiPlyin8 by ~u{table p~ro of the gravitational ●cceleration.



TABLE111

twz

I
?ropyl Alcohol, Ikhlene Clycol,

Steel, Prototypic m?3, ~3* wate~
?Ja, Symta ne, lie, Steel

SeaIi* Eeqo ir~tb Description Value Value Value Valua

1. CHT~/Lvf amfc~ Uetio of fuel intarml to 32. s 33.8 34.9 18.0
latent ener~

Uetio of steel internal to 10.5
latent energy

17.9 17.9 M

3. C@f Ratio of steel to fuel 0.21 0.28 0.27 RA
mlecular eight

4. =Jq Ratio of cwlent to fuel 0.09 0.01 0.07 RA
wulecular ueight

5. ?#; aetioof fua19elt to 005 0.03 0.04 0.06
vaporizatim temperature

6. T_/T~ Retio of ●teel.eItto 0.03 0.07 0.07 WA
vaporization temperature

.7. ?:/P fL~ Retio of static to dynedc lo2-5xlo3 6x 103 $x102 2XI02
fuel premauret

4. P:/PaLw Retio of Static to dyna9ic 1. 8X102 1.3XI02 1.3X102 NA
steel preaaurea

9. L~/Lff Retio of

10. L=/Lfa Retio of

11. L</L= Ratio of
energies

latent fuelenergies6.1 9.0 4.4 6.8

latentsteelenergies27.7 4.1 4.1 RA

fueltosteelIatmt 0.3 0.6 0.6 RA

.



TABLS 111 (cent)

W2 *

I

Propyl Alcohol, l!thlene Clycol,
SteeL Prototypic RR3, 9R3, water ,
tta, syste, u!?,

Scsli* mequir~ntb
Re, Steel

O?&:*iption value Value Value Value

Ratio of ●tuel to fuel
density

?helvaporReyaoldeamber

Steal?a?= ~eynoldsmmber

Puelliquid Reyaolds >amber

Steel liquid Reynolde amber

Fuel the=ml diffueitity

Steel therul diffueiwfty

?u*l ●urf-e teneion

Steel ●urfece teneioa

Sets temperature ●cale

Sete preeeure ●cale

Sete experhental .cS1O

Sets geaetric similarity

0.01 0.S6 0.64 RA

1.2X103 3.2x102 3.8X102 8.I3X102

8.OX1O2 3.0xI02 4* 3X102 RA

1.9X107 I.OX1O6 l.sxlo~ I.OX1O7

1.3*107 6.0x106 6.3X106 l?A

1.6xI07 2.6x107 2.6x107 7.4X107

2.2aLO7 2.5X107 1.0XI07 2.2X197

1.3X1O-5 *.8x10-5 6.8X1O-5 1.6XIO+

S.oxlo-s 4.OX1O-5 3.3X1O-5 HA

T-TP TW08TP T-O. 08TP T-0.13TP

P-?p P-0.04PP P-0.04PP W0.13PP

1-$ W.4$ R=().4$ 2-$

all RA M RA

+ropertiee of protypic=teriale were taken from ‘Propertied for IJIPSR !hfety Analysis, “ ARL-cZWRSW76-1, Merch 1976.
Minel valueD of ●ll quantities were uoed except in Requir~nt 7 where en uncertainty bend was exployed.

% listed peremetere ●houldbe the .emeunderbothmxtel end protypic condftione to precerve ●iailitude. The
●ubecripte s, c, end f designate steel, coolant (eodiu.), end fuel (U02) respectively. The .ub*cript p stands for
prototypic value. All scaling requirwnte can be ■ade dimensionles~ by~ltiplying by ●uitsble pouero of the
gravitational acceleration.



helium system, which is representative of U02 volatility near the high
end of its uncertainty band, and an ethlene glycol, axmnonia,and helium
system, which is representative of ~2 volatility near the low end of
its uncertainty band (note the large range of uncertainty for Requirement
T in Table 111). Also listed in Table 111 is a water-steel system for
comparison with ongoing experimental work.g~~o None of the steel simu-
lants can model steel’s rather large ratio of vaporization latent heat to
fusion latent heat (Requirement 10). In addition, propyl alcohol’s
melting point is lower than ammonia’s, thus precluding the modeling of
U02 freezing and crust formation with the propyl alcohol system.
However, the propyl alcohol system reasonably matches all other require-
ments, except for the liquid fuel Reynolds number (Requirement 15)? which
may not be important ifia flashing situation when the fuel vapor is
expected to dominate the frictional flow properties. The surface tension
and viscous properties of the ethlene glycol system are slightly poorer
than the propyl alcohol system. Note that it is possible to change the
length scale of the experiment by ignoring gravitational similitude
(Requirement 23) thus making the heat-transfer comparisons agree more
closely.

The water-steel system designed to fulfill the requirements of si-
militude in a pure U02 blowdown case would consi~t of a roughly full-
scale system (Requirement 23) at reduced temperatures and pressures
(Requirements 21 and 22). Most scaling requirements are reasonably well
satisfied for this system. The fact that Requirement 1 is zst satisfied
implies that the vapor-pressurebehavim of the system will be incorrect.
In particular, the initial pressures and temperatures given by Require-
ments 21 and 22 would have to be violated to reflect the actual behavior
of water.

The Purdue experiments in this area appear to be more in agreement
with similitude considerations than do the SRI experiments.9 However,
the modeling of the inertial effect of the sodium pool above the upper-
core L;ructure does not satisfy similitude in either the SRI or Purdue
studies, where water also was used to model the sodium pool. Here, si-
militude requires a much lighter fluid with a density around 125 kg/m3.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Several recommendationscan be made from this study. First, we be-
lieve that the feasibility of a helium-lithium system should be
investigated for cladding relocation experiments, particularly if heat
transfer and viscous effects arc of interest. Problems could arise be-
cause of the difficulty in working with lithium and the size of the ex-
periment (1.6 times larger than prototypic length scale). However, the
helium-lithium system offers a substantial improvement over the argon-
Wood’s metal system.

Postdisassembly simulation experiments could be designed to approxi-
mately satisfy similitude. In plac: of the flashing-water source used in
current fluid-dynamics experiments, a propyl alcohol source would be some-
what better at modeling phase-transition phenomena. In addition, the



scale size required for a propyl alcohol experiment is more than a factor-
of-two smaller than the scale size of the c.rrespondingwater experiment,
which is approximately full scale.
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APPENDIX

Nomenclature vsed in scaling analysis of Table I

= dmsity of two-phase 9ixtwe c
an

= ~elocity of ●pecific component
CEO

_ system preemmr Tm

= gravitational acceleration
‘fn

= heat-flur Vectar L=

= ●hear strees Itn

= total e.ergy of the IiquId md ges mixture
‘7

- friction fector Pm

- radiue of equirelent flw ●res Tn

● ReTmoldc tier (3

= Suseelt mmber v

- themel conductivity t

= tmpereture D

= the-l diffueivity of the n
th solid r

= wolmtric beet-genereticm rete

u deueity of the u
th

●olid

- pm~p o deneity retio betuwn n
th

gas component end ■ixture

th
- Ogntv _ density ratio betueen n liquid ctmponent ●d mixture

= wiergy of the n
th

gesemo co9pooent

= mergy of a th
liquid cmponent

= ●pecific beet ●t constent voltme of n‘h geseouc co9ponent

= specific heat of ath:golid Cqent

- ●pecific heat of nthliquid caponemt

= 9elting te9peeeture of a‘h compooent solid

_ 10tMt beet of fuei~ of the oth
caponent

= Istent heat of -eporization of n‘h liquid coqmoeat

= R/mn = universal gas coastmt/mOlecular 9eight of nth component

- fraction of total spece occupied by vapor

= vapor-pressure pere9eter for a th
Coqmoent

th- vapor-temperature permeter for n ccqmoent

- surfece teneion

- kinmetic vi~coeity

= ●rbitrery vertical-lmgth scsle

= ●rbitrary radiel-length ●cele

= eollieion croaa ●ection


